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Preface

Most of the matter in the world is in a condition described as
solid or liquid. In both of these conditions adjacent constituent
particles - ions, atoms or molecules - are so close together that
they may be described as being in contact.
The aim of this book is to give an elementary account of the
properties of solids and liquids and, in particular, of their response
to applied forces. Their behaviour is examined on the large scale,
that is, in terms of quantities that are measured in the laboratory,
and also from the atomic standpoint. An attempt is made to show
how the bulk properties are related to what the constituent
particles are doing, that is, to the properties of a large assembly of
strongly interacting particles. (The properties of gases, kinetic
theory, and a more detailed treatment of atoms, molecules and
interatomic forces, are discussed in a separate volume in this
series.)
The treatment is essentially rough and ready and tries to bring
out the essential features by a Simple-minded approach. Further,
the treatment is largely restricted to the properties of solids and
liquids consisting of small molecules, though there is a brief
introduction to the behaviour of high polymers and liquid crystals.
The text contains a number of worked examples and also
exercises for the reader. Many of the quantities discussed have
directional properties, but vector notation is used only where it is
considered helpful or where vector algebra is used.
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Chapter 1.
Condensed phases

1.1 Introduction

The three phases of matter - solid, liquid and gas - are the result
of competition between the internal energy and the intermolecular
forces of a large assembly of molecules. It is this competition
which determines whether a given substance, under given conditions, is a solid, liquid or gas.
This book gives an account of the bulk properties of solids and
liquids (and, particularly, their response to external forces) and
an attempt is made to show how many of these properties can be
explained in terms of the intermolecular forces and the internal
energy. In this chapter a simple account is given of the most
important properties of solids and liquids in terms of intermolecular forces. No detailed account of the origin of these forces is
given, but the basic features are described and characterised.
The idea that matter is composed of very small, discrete basic
particles is the essence of the kinetic theory of matter. This idea
is a very old one but was only put on a quantitative basis early in
the nineteenth century, when such a view was seen to give a ready
explanation of the laws of chemical combination. These laws suggest that each unit mass of a given chemical element is proportional to the mass of some basic particle of that element, and that
chemical reactions involve the joining together of these basic
particles in definite and reproducible small numbers.
The basic postulates of Dalton's theory (1803) are that:
1. the chemical elements consist of discrete particles called atoms,
which cannot be subdivided by any known chemical process
and which preserve their identity in chemical changes;
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2. all atoms of the same element are identical in all respects;
different elements are distinguished by having atoms of different mass;
3. chemical compoun,ds are formed by the joining of atoms of
different elements in simple numerical proportions.
The distinction between the smallest particle that can take part in
a chemical reaction (the atom) and that which can exist in the
free state (the molecule) was made by Avogadro in l81l. Studies
of the electrolysis of matter, largely performed by Faraday in the
years immediately before 1833, showed that atoms may exist in a
charged condition, when they are called ions.
Since the early nineteenth century it has become clear that
however the particular properties of atoms may be modified in
the light of new discoveries and ideas the concept that matter is
composed of discrete entities is an essential feature of (classical)
physical theory.

1.2 The three phases of matter

One way of classifying substances in bulk is according to their
condition of aggregation, or phase. Three phases are usually
recognised: solid, liquid and gas. Traditional descriptions of these
three phases are as follows. A solid is an aggregation of matter
that occupies a definite volume at a given temperature and pressure and, in the absence of external forces, has a definite shape. A
liquid has a defmite volume at a given temperature and pressure,
but its shape is determined by that of the containing vessel, except
in the case of very small drops. In contrast, a gas fIlls completely
all the space made available to it and necessarily takes the shape
of the boundaries of the space. The term phase is also used to
describe different modifications of the arrangement of the constituent particles of a given solid.
All materials are gaseous at sufficiently high temperatures and
all condense into liquids as the temperature is lowered. In addition, all except helium form solids under their own vapour pressure as the temperature is lowered still further. Condensation
indicates that there must be attractive forces between the basic
particles to make them cohere, though this force must become

2
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repulsive at very short interparticle distances, otherwise all
matter would coalesce.
For some substances the change from one phase to another as,
say, the temperature is changed at constant pressure, is not very
distinct, but for a simple pure substance, i.e. one consisting of a
single chemical species, a clear distinction can usually be made
between the solid, liquid and gaseous phases. Consider a given
mass of such a substance contained in a cylinder by means of a
frictionless piston. Any equilibrium condition, or state, of this
substance is specified by a certain set of values of the pressure
p, volume V and temperature T. The totality of equilibrium
states for a given mass of a particular chemical species is represented by a continuous surface in p-V-Tspace. Since the surface
is usually ofa complicated shape, it is often more useful to project
sections of the p-V-T surface on to one of the principal planes.
The two most useful projections are shown in Fig. 1.1. In the p- V
projection (Fig. lJ(a)) the full lines shown join states having a
common temperature, giving a pattern of isotherms, while the
dotted lines indicate where phase boundaries occur. This plot
shows clearly the states of mixed phase equilibrium. The lines
shown in the p-T projection (Fig. 1.l(b)) are the phase boundaries,
since in the p- T plane the regions of mixed phases project into
lines.
From these two projections it can be seen that for all temperatures above Tc ' known as the critical temperature, the substance
remains in the gaseous phase, whatever the value of the applied
pressure.
At temperatures Tc and below it is always possible to produce
a liqUid or a solid phase of the substance by the application of
pressure. The production of liquid or solid from the gaseous phase
is called condensation, and liquids and solids are referred to as
condensed phases. When the temperature of the substance is the
triple-point temperature Tt. condensation from the gaseous phase
produces both liquid and solid so that, along the horizontal portion
of the Tt isotherm in the p- V plot, solid, liquid and gas coexist in
equilibrium. For temperatures in the range Tt < T<:' Tc condensation from the vapour phase is to the liquid phase and the application of sufficient pressure in this temperature range results in
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the conversion of the liquid phase to the solid phase. When the
temperature is below Tt the gaseous phase condenses directly to
the solid phase. (It is convenient to refer to the gaseous phase as a
gas when T > Tc and as a vapour when T ~ Tc; a vapour can
always be condensed by the application of pressure at constant
temperature .)
Quantitative studies show that solids usually expand slightly
on melting whereas liquids always expand considerably on becoming gaseous. In general, the density of the solid phase at the
melting point is hardly greater than that of the liquid phase at the
same temperature; both phases are almost incompressible and both
show cohesion. This implies that the atoms, ions or molecules
comprising the substance are hardly more closely packed in the
solid than in the liquid: in both solids and liquids the basic constituent particles are effectively in contact. This is the physical
basis for the classification of solids and liquids as condensed
phases.
A major difference between solids and liquids is that solids
show rigidity whereas liquids do not; in solids the basic particles
maintain their positions relative to each other while in liquids
they are free to move relative to each other. Further, some samples
of simple solids show very regular external surfaces and split or
cleave in a regular geometrical way. These properties suggest that
the particles making up the solid are arranged in a regular threedimensional pattern, a result confirmed by X-ray diffraction, even
in cases where regular external surfaces are not obtained.
The mobility of the particles in a liquid prevents a regular
three-dimensional arrangement from being set up, and yet the
density and compressibility requirements indicate that the environment of any particle cannot be very different whether it be in the
solid or liquid phase. These considerations suggest that a liquid
may be pictured as an assembly of small clusters of particles that
are randomly oriented with respect to each other. Crudely, a liquid
may be pictured as a very broken-up solid, and X-ray diffraction
patterns from simple liquids do show the same essential features
as those obtained from finely powdered solids, but are more
blurred, a consequence of the smallness of the solid-like clusters
and their transient nature.
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In gases, in contrast, the constituent particles move about quite
freely, only constrained by the wall of the container, the pressure
arising from the bombardment of the wall by the gas particles.
A simple calculation shows that, for a model gas made up of
point particles, each of mass m and exerting zero attractive forces
on the other particles (known as an ideal gas), the pressure p
exerted by the gas is given by:
I
p

= "3 mnc2

[1.1]

where n is the number of particles per unit volume and ~ is'the
mean value of the squares of the speeds of the particles.
If N A is the Avogadro constant and Vm is the volume occupied
by 1 mole of molecules, equation [1.1] may be written:

p Vm

= ImN
?
3
A

[1.2]

It may be shown that the equation of state of an ideal gas is:

[1.3]
where R is the gas constant and T is the thermodynamic temperature. Equations [1.2] and [1.3] are consistent if:
RT

1

-

= -mN
c2
3
A

which may be written as

or, puttingR/NA

kT

= k, the Boltzmann constant:

21-

= "3 'i mc2

[1.4 ]

Therefore, for ideal gases, the temperature is proportional to the
mean kinetic energy per particle or, alternatively, the mean kinetic
energy per particle of an ideal gas at a temperature T is~kT.
It is not difficult to extend this model to give a discussion of
the properties of gases with particles of finite size. Estimates of
the diameter of gas particles (assumed spherical) can then be
obtained from, for example, the flow properties of the gas. In
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this way values for the particle diameter of about 10-10 mare
obtained.
liquids are formed by supplying energy to solids to produce
melting, and the further sufficient supply of energy will convert
the liquid to the gaseous phase. For ideal gases all the energy of
the particles is kinetic energy, but in real substances the interactions between the particles means that the energy of an assembly
of particles is partly kinetic and partly potential. It is reasonable
to infer that the total energy of a given collection of matter
macroscopically at rest (the internal energy of the sample)
increases as the temperature increases, though not necessarily
proportionally as in the case of the ideal gas.
Introducing the concept of internal energy modifies the models
of solids and liquids in the following way. The particles in a solid
are arranged in a regular pattern, but the particles vibrate about
mean positions. In a liquid the vibrations are sufficient to break
up the extended regular pattern of particles, but the attractive
forces are still able to hold the particles together, though not able
to prevent them from wandering slowly from point to point.
When the motion of the particles is so violent that they can break
away completely from the attractive forces of neighbouring
particles the gaseous phase is formed.
The different phases arise from the competition between the
interparticle forces, which try to produce a regular arrangement
of the particles, and the internal energy, which tries to destroy
such an arrangement. Applied pressures affect the role played by
the interparticle forces so that the phase in which a particular
substance exists depends on both the temperature and pressure.

1.3 Intermolecular forces

The actual nature of the force between the constituent particles
of matter depends on the electronic structures of the interacting
particles, i.e. on whether they are atoms, ions or molecules. For
example, the ionic interaction arises when electrons are transferred
from atoms of one type to those of a second type, so that the
material is composed of positive and negative ions, giving a force
that is central and unsaturated (Le., one positive ion can attract
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several negative ions around it and the force exerted by the positive ion on each negative ion is not affected by the presence of
the other ions). In the covalent interaction valence electrons are
shared between two atoms to an appreciable extent, giving an
interaction that is saturated and has marked directional properties.
The van der Waals interaction is a weak electrostatic interaction
which occurs even in atoms and molecules showing no permanent
dipole moment. It arises from the fluctuating dipole moment
associated with the instantaneous positions of the electrons in the
atom. In many materials one type of interaction predominates so
that, for example, a certain solid may be referred to as an ionic
solid. In other cases the nature of the interaction may be less
clear-cut.
Despite the differences in the nature of the interactions
between the constituent particles, most simple materials show
similar properties of aggregation as the temperature is changed,
and similar responses to balanced applied forces. Therefore,
qualitatively, the form of the interaction between the constituent
particles in condensed matter must be the same in all cases. In
view of this, the precise nature of the particles is unimportant for
the purposes of this book and the constituent particles will generally be referred to as molecules, even though they are frequently
ions or atoms. Distinctions will be made in particular cases where
necessary.
Figure l.1(a) shows that to produce even a small reduction in
volume of the solid and liquid phases needs a very large increase
in the applied pressure. This implies that, for small molecular
separations, the intermolecular forces are repulsive and that they
increase rapidly as the separation is reduced.
Solids (and under certain conditions liquids) can also resist
extension up to some limiting value at which rupture occurs.
Therefore, for larger molecular separations the intermolecular
forces are attractive. The attractive force must increase with
molecular separation for small changes in separation, since the
force needed to extend a solid increases with the extension, at
least fOl a small range of increase. However, at still larger molecular separations the attractive force must falloff rapidly, since
gases obey Boyle's law reasonably well under conditions in which
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the density is not very different from that of the liquid, yet
Boyle's law can be deduced using the kinetic theory of gases
only if the attractive intermolecular force is zero.
These simple observations concerning intermolecular forces
can be represented in the following way. Consider the interaction
between two molecules. If one of the molecules is taken as the
origin of coordinates, repulsive intermolecular forces will be in the
direction of increasing separation and will be counted positive;
attractive intermolecular forces will be counted negative. Then,
for simple substances generally, the variation of intermolecular
force F with intermolecular distance r for a molecule and a single
neighbour will take the form shown in Fig. 1.2(a). The force is
repulsive for small intermolecular distances, becoming stronger as
this distance decreases, and is attractive at larger distances, reaching a maximum and then falling practically to zero when the
separation is a few molecular diameters. At some value ro of the
intermolecular distance the value of F is zero. This is the equilibrium separation of the two molecules, provided that neither has
any kinetic energy. For identical molecules ro is equal to the
molecular diameter. The equilibrium is stable since, if the value of
r is reduced, the molecules repel each other while if it is increased
they attract. Therefore, if the molecules have a small amount of
kinetic energy they will vibrate, with ro as the mean separation.
The amplitude of this vibration will increase with temperature.
It is generally more rewarding to discuss interactions in terms
of energies rather than forces. The potential energy of a pair of
molecules is defined as the work done by forces external to the
two molecules in changing their relative positions from some
standard configuration to the given one. This standard configuration then constitutes a zero which must be stated when potential
energy values are quoted. With two molecules an obvious standard
configuration is when they are an infinite distance apart, so that
their interaction is negligible. Then, if Fe is the external force
needed to maintain the intermolecular distance at a value x, the
work dw done by this force when one molecule moves so that
the separation increases by dx along the line of centres is (assuming central forces):
dw = Fedx
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